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Sewage Distillation Treatment System
Capacity: 4T/day,Recycling rate:95%,

Operation cost:180CNY/T

Operation cost:180CNY/T *4T=720CNY

Water recycling:4T×95%=3.8T

Save per day:3,000CNY/T ×3.8T-720CNY=10,680CNY

Save per year:10,680CNY/day ×300days=320.4million CNY

※ The price of sewage reclamation is about 3000CNY/T.

Membrane Filtering System
Concentrate the concentration of the waste liquid to 
1/10~1/20 of the original volume.

Waste liquid:720T/year

Treatment cost:2650 CNY/T

Before:720T×2650 CNY/T=1,908,000CNY

After:1,908,000CNY /20 ×2650 CNY/T=95,400CNY

Save per year:1,908,000CNY-95,400CNY=181.26 million CNY
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PRODUCT ADVANTAGE

APPLICATION AREA
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The waste water is driven by the pump to be 
circulated and heated by the heat-exchanger.
The heated and gasifying moisture is injected to clean 
water tank after condensation.
Utilize compressed engine to exchange heat between 
condenser and heat exchanger.

Bubble concentration 
detection and antifoam 
agent are put into the 
device and combined 
to remove the empty 
bubble.

Self-clean the tank and 
pipeline effectively with 
ultrasonic.

Model TC-V100ATV-10A TC-V25A TC-V50A
10010 25

37~40
50

35.23.52 8.64 17.6
2500×1840×27001500×900×1900 1600×1100×2100 2300×1300×2300

Compressor heating method
AC three phases 220/380V, 50/60Hz

Capacity [L/h]
Evaporation [℃]

Heating
Power supply

Power [Kw]
Demension [mm]

Model TC-M-7.8TC-M-1.3 TC-M-2.6 TC-M-3.9 TC-M-5.2 TC-M-6.5
15025 50 75 100 125

61 2 3

1900x960x1950

4 5
5.40.9 1.8 2.7

AC three phases 220/380v， 50/60Hz

3.6 4.5

Capacity[L/h]
Quantity of film
Valid area[m2]

Dimension[mm]

Circulating pump, Concentrated water tank, OtherOptional
Power supply

 Utilize the magic ball to automatic clean the separating film 
by physical method regularly to keep the surface of the film 
clean.

Membrane self-cleaning:
Amazing magic ballWhen the original liquid passes through the separating 

film, the water passes through and the original liquid 
returns to the tank. Once again there is new water 
through the separation film , the cycle circulates until the 
water level of the tank is lower than the target level.

Compressed engine group and vacuum system

Heat with aluminum alloy

Reduce emission and save water

Different concentration rate according to water source

Self-clean function, ensure long-time running

Waste water reduction up to 90%

Save 90,000-380,000 CNY /month

(take  deduction 3T/day for example)

Separating emulsion liquor without medicine

Concentrate the waste liquid to 1/10~1/20

Reduce the waste liquid treatment cost

The separated clean water can be reused

Automatic clean separating film

Low upfront operation costs

Heat-resistant and corrosion-resistant

ForZero Waste

ABOUT QINGYUAN

    Water,  the most valuable resource. How to treat 
p lenty  of  waste water  produced in  industr ia l  
production has become a problem for enterprises.
    Qingyuan Environmental Technology(Wuxi) Co., Ltd. 
is a high-tech enterprise that takes technological 
innovation as the purpose, specializes in professional 
R&D, production and sales of waste water treatment 
and cleaning equipment and provides professional 
after sales service.
    Qingyuan has planned the development vision of 
“for zero waste” . We will continue focusing on 
innovation for the environment protection and social 
progress and benefiting the positive contribution to 
future generations.
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